Microsyntactic linguistic units, such as syntactic idioms and non-standard syntactic constructions, are poorly represented in linguistic resources, mostly because the former are elements occupying an intermediate position between the lexicon and the grammar and the latter are too specific to be routinely tackled by general grammars. Consequently, many such units produce substantial gaps in systems intended to solve sophisticated computational linguistics tasks, such as parsing, deep semantic analysis, question answering, machine translation, or text generation. They also present obstacles for applying advanced techniques to these tasks, such as machine learning. The paper discusses an approach aimed at bridging such gaps, focusing on the development of monolingual and multilingual corpora where microsyntactic units are to be tagged.
In what follows, I will focus on Russian, where such idiomatic units are numerous and extremely varied. The situation is especially typical for units formed with functional words: pronouns, adverbs, particles, prepositions, and conjunctions.
By way of illustration, let us look at some instructive microsyntactic elements which require special attention and in-depth research.
(a) Tot že is a two-word adjective meaning "identical", as in (1). This phrasemic unit is homonymous with a sequence including the pronominal adjective (as in (2a)) or noun (as in (2b)) tot 'that', used anaphorically, followed by the discourse particle že (with the meaning close to 'as concerns'), cf.
(1) Ja čital tot že rasskaz, čto i ty 'I read the same story as you did' vs.
(2а) Prišlos' kupit' novyj xolodil'nik -tot že slomalsja lit. 'One had to buy a new fridge: as far as that one (= the old fridge) is concerned, it broke down' ('One had to buy a new fridge because the old one had broken down'); (2b) Ja pozval druga v kino, tot že predložil pojti na futbol lit. 'I invited my friend to the movies, as for him, he proposed to go to football' (I invited my friend to the movies but he suggested that we should go to a football game').
(b) a two-word phrasemic adjectival quantifier ni odin 'not a single one ' (3) , which may be homonymous with a random juxtaposition of a member of the two-part coordinating conjunction ni.. ni 'neither… nor' and the numeral odin 'one' (4): (3) V komnate ne bylo ni odnogo čeloveka 'There was not a single person in the room' vs.
(4) "Irka ne žalela dlja Nataši ni duxov, ni odnogo iz svoix ženixov, no eto nikogda ničem ne končalos'
(Victoria Tokareva) 'Ira did not hesitate to spare Natasha her perfume, or one of her suitors, but that never brought any result' (the story goes that Ira was willing to agree that one of her suitors should court her friend Natasha instead of her).
In this paper, we will investigate two polysemous microsyntactic units of Russian -v silu and kak by 2 -in order to find out with what other entities or groups of entities they come into contact. This task will be largely solved by corpus techniques.
Microsyntactic Markup in the SynTagRus Corpus
It is well known that lexically annotated text corpora are extremely helpful in lexical ambiguity resolution, especially in computational linguistics tasks. Lexical annotation means that polysemous words occurring in the corpus (ideally, all such words) are tagged for concrete lexical senses, specified by some lexicographic resource, be it a traditional explanatory dictionary or an electronic thesaurus like WordNet. Such lexically annotated corpora play a crucial role in word sense disambiguation (WSD) tasks. These tasks are normally solved by machine learning techniques, which are rapidly developing and improving. Research work in this area performed in varied paradigms for a multitude of languages is immense; recent papers, to cite but a few, include a comprehensive review by Navigly 2009, a paper by Moro et al. 2014 , and newest research involving neural networks presented by Dayu Yuan et al. 2016 .
It is to be added that text corpora, fully or at least partially tagged for lexical senses, are extremely helpful in disambiguation tasks within theoretical semantics and lexicography not necessarily directly related to computational linguistics or automatic text processing (see e.g. B. Iomdin 2014 , B.Iomdin et al. 2016 , Lopukhin and Lopukhina 2016 .
We may regret that text corpora tagged for senses of «normal» words are not large enough, but they do exist and thus are at researchers' disposal. In contrast, to the best of my knowledge, there have been no resources so far to offer texts annotated for phraseological units of any types, including of course syntactic idioms. We have endeavored to mend the situation by introducing microsyntactic markup in the deeply annotated corpus of Russian texts, SynTagRus. This corpus, created Microsyntactic annotation of the corpus is far from being an easy task. An important reason for that is the fact that no comprehensive, or even representative, list of microsyntactic units in general, and syntactic idioms in particular, is available to researchers. This is true of any language, including Russian. To overcome this deficiency, we resorted to two different strategies of tagging corpus sentences for microsyntactic elements: 1) continuous examination of a text aimed at finding all candidates to microsyntactic elements; 2) preliminary search for linear strings or syntactic subtrees composed of such words about which we have had previous knowledge or reasonable conjecture that they form, or may form, microsyntactic units. To give a few examples, these are strings or subtrees like vse ravno 'all the same', kak budto 'as though', kol' skoro 'since; as long as', razve čto 'if only, except that', poka čto 'so far; for the time being', tol'ko liš' 'nothing but; as soon as', malo li 'all sorts of things'; vo čto by to ni stalo 'at any cost; whatever happens', ni razu 'not once', to i delo 'over and over again', čert znaet + interrogative word 'devil knows (what, where,…)' etc. We will now concentrate on the second strategy of microsyntactic annotation and consider two specific examples, represented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
3 A polysemous microsyntactic unit v silu and its context 4 The whole SynTagRus corpus (amounting to 1,000,000 words today) was found to contain 86 such sentences.
The annotation of this fragment performed by linguist experts revealed that the majority of these sentences (in all, 57 of them) contain a compound preposition v silu 'because of; by virtue of' 5 , as in the sentence (5) V silu specifiki Moskvy daže takie obščepriznannye kriterii, kak mestopoloženie doma i cena kvadratnogo metra, nel'zja sčitat' osnovnymi. 'By virtue of the specific character of Moscow, even such generally recognized criteria as the location of the house and the price of a square meter cannot be considered to be the main ones'. Six sentences contain a very different microsyntactic unit, which could reasonably be named «v takuju-to silu» 'to such and such extent', as in (6) Eto govorit o tom, čto my ne spravljaemsja s potokom našix doxodov, ne v sostojanii v polnuju silu aktivizirovat' biznes. 'This says that we are not coping with the flow of our incomes, are unable to activate the business in full swing'. This unit, an adverbial of degree, consists of two permanent word elements, v and silu, and one variable element -an adjective modifying the noun silu. SynTagRus represents only one option of this unit -v polnuju silu 'in full swing' (plus two occurrences of the adverb vpolsily 'at half strength', which may be viewed as an option of the «v takuju-to silu» unit). In fact, Russian texts may contain other adjectives that occupy the variable position of the microsyntactic unit -v nepolnuju silu 'at reduced strength', v polovinnuju silu (a very close synonym of vpolsily), quantifier nouns (v polovinu sily, another equivalent of vpolsily) and even numerals like tri sily (something like 'using three strengths'), as in (7) Snova vzjalis' za sunduk, teper' uže v tri sily, i snova opustili -ne te sily [Valentin Rasputin] 'They put their hands to the trunk, this time merging three strengths, but lowered them again -the strengths were wrong'. In my opinion, there is no syntactic idiom in (8); instead, we have to do with a specific meaning of the noun sila 'validity'. This meaning is specified in traditional dictionaries. What is important, however, is that the noun sila cannot be used freely in this meaning: it can only appear in combination with lexical finctions like IncepOper1 (vstupat' v silu 'come into force', FinOper1 (utračivat' silu 'be terminated') and with weakly idiomatic variants of Oper1 (byt' v sile 'be in force' and ostavat'sja v sile 'remain in force'.
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Since expressions like vstupat' v silu turn out to be very frequent, we believe that it is reasonable to leave them in the microsyntactic annotation of the corpus as false positives so that the respective contexts could be used in automatic disambigution of regular and microsyntactic units (e.g. with the help of machine learning techniques). We believe that such disambiguation will be possible in future.
It is worth mentioning that in the whole sampling for v silu there is only one chance sentence which has nothing to do with any of the two syntactic idioms postulated above and at the same time contains no false positives: this is the sentence (9) Vošlo by v silu novoe pokolenie, osoznal by svoi interesy srednij klass 'If the new generation gained strength, the middle class would become over of its interests'.
It should be emphasized that in this case SynTagRus provides a fairly satisfactory representation of syntactic idioms and freer collocations with v silu: two syntactic idioms and one lexical functional construction are amply covered. The author is aware of only one other syntactic idiom that contains the subtree v silu and is absent from SynTagRus: this is the adverbial meaning 'at a certain level', occurring in expressions like igrat' v silu pervogo razrjada <pervorazrjadnika, grossmejstera> etc. 'play at the level of the higher athletic rank, the first-rank sportsman, the grand master'
It cannot of course be excluded that there are other microsyntactic idioms based on this group of words: so far, however, we are aware of none.
A polysemous microsyntactic unit kak by and its context
Using the same strategy of the preliminary search of potential syntactic phrasemic units, we obtained a corpus sample of 116 sentences containing the kak by string, assuming that at least some of these sentences must contain phrasemic units. Fig. 3 below shows a fragment of this sample. A thorough study of these data shows a very interesting and complicated microsyntactic picture.
First of all, many of the sentences contain the phrasemic unit we shall call kak by 1 that can be treated as a discourse particle with the semantics of comparison or uncertainty, as in (10) and (11): (10) Gazety, sledovatel'no, imejuščie dejstvitel'no obščestvennoe značenie, sut' kak by akushery obščestvennogo mnenija, pomogajuščie emu javit'sja na svet Božij (N. Danilevskij) 'Therefore, the newspapers having a true public value are, in a way, obstetricians of the public opinion, helping it to be borne'.
Here the author compares newspapers to obstetricians and warns the reader that he exploits a metaphor, by using the kak by expression.
(11) Tolpa sostojala iz ljuda prostogo, i čekistam bylo ne s ruki xvatat' kak by svoix -trudjaščixsja (А. Tkačenko) 'The crowd were just common people, and the security agents did not think it fit to arrest those who were, so to say, of their own kind'.
Here the speaker considers the word svoix 'of their kind' not proper enough. Intrinsically, kak by 1 can almost be viewed as one word (which in internet discussions is even sometimes written without a space: kakby). In SynTagRus, the words kak and by are connected with the auxiliary syntactic relation reserved for syntactically integrated entities (kak -> by). The author is quite unclear whether kak here is a pronoun, a conjunction, or neither. In any case, it is the syntactic head of the unit, governed, in its turn, by the next word by a restrictive syntactic relation; see sentence (12) and its syntactic structure shown in Fig. 4 : (12) Besporjadočnye volosy kak by obvivali ego lico ('The unruly hair as if twined itself around his face'). Another syntactic phrasemic unit that can be identified in the corpus is the conjunction kak by 2 which is only used as a strongly governed word with many predicates sharing the semantics of apprehension, such as the verbs bojat'sja 'to be afraid', opasat'sja 'to fear', ispugat'sja 'to be scared', sledit' 'to make sure', the nouns bojazn', strax, opasenie 'fear', and even the predicative adverbs strashno, bojazno 'fearful': (13) V universitete Galilej poseščal takže lekcii po geometrii… i nastol'ko uvljoksja aetoj naukoj, čto otec stal opasat'sja, kak by aeto ne pomešalo izučeniju mediciny (Wikipedia) 'In the university, Galileo also attended lectures in geometry… and became so enthusiastic about this science that his father started fearing lest it could interfere with his learning medicine'.
(14) Vo Frajburge za nim [Gor'kim] po pjatam xodili špiki: nemeckie, -bojavšiesja, čto on sdelal revoljuciju, i sovetskie, -sledivšie, kak by on ne sdelal kontrrevoljuciju (V. Khodasevich) 'In Freiburg, Gorky was closely followed by spies: German ones, who were afraid of him because he organized the revolution, and Soviet ones, who were making sure that he would not organize a counter-revolution'. (17) Tolpa očutilas' neožidanno tak blizko k imperatoram, čto Rostovu, stojavšemu v perednix rjadax ejo, stalo strašno, kak by ego ne uznali (L. Tolstoy) 'The crowd suddenly got so close to the emperors that Rostov, who was standing in its first rows, started to fear that he could be recognized'.
Sometimes the government pattern of this conjunction can be modified by the expletive pronoun to:
(18) S odnoj storony, neobxodimo bylo v celjax samooborony koe-čto pozaimstvovat', koe-čemu poučit'sja u Evropy; s drugoj storony, nado bylo opasat'sja togo, kak by pri aetom ne popast' v kul'turnuju, duxovnuju zavisimost' ot Evropy (N. Trubetskoj) 'On the one hand, it was necessary for self-defence to learn something from Europe; on the other hand, one had to make sure not to get into cultural and mental dependence on Europe'. Semantic, syntactic and collocational properties of the syntactic idiom kak by 2 are very interesting and need individual research. We can make only a few remarks here. First, the conjunction requires the presence of the negative particle ne as a direct dependent. Of the head verb of the subordinate close. Second, the verb has to be either a finite form in the past tense, or an infinitive (in the latter case, the implicit subject of the infinitive should coincide with the subject of the head predicate, cf. example 15 above and 19): (19) Ona snova pošla, opasajas', kak by ne natknut'sja gde-nibud' na policiju [Vasil Bykov] 'She i went once again, fearing lest she i should run onto the police somewhere'.
As far as the embedment of kak by 2 into the syntactic structure of the sentence is concerned, I believe that the most natural solution would be to view the first element of the idiom as a conjunction and subordinate it to the head predicate using a respective valency relation; the verb of the subordinate clause should depend on kak, and by should be linked to this latter verb. Accordingly, the elements of the idioms turn out to be syntactically unlinked with each other, as in At first glance, this idiom is close to the microsyntactic unit kak by 2 described above: in both cases, one has to do with the speaker's wish to avoid some unpleasant situation (and hence, with his fear that such a situation may happen. However the picture seems to me to be drastically different. Note that in (20) the verb skatit'sja 'slide back' belongs to the scope of the implicit predicate of the speaker's wish together with the negation; the speaker wishes no-slidng back to the stone age. In contrast, sentences with kak by 2 contain the predicate of fear whose scope does not contain the negation. The approximate equivalence of (20) and (21) Bojus', kak by v kamennyj vek be skatit'sja 'I fear lest we slide back into the stone age' follows from the correlation of the semantics of wish and fear: I fear X is known to mean 'I expect X and I do not want X to happen'. In constructions with kak by 3 the verbal negation is frequent but not at all obligatory, cf. Another syntactic idiom appearing in the subcorpus is a discourse unit kak by ne tak ≈ 'contrary to expectations, the situation is different and much worse'. Normally, this unit forms a separate utterance or a separate clause: Finally, the subcorpus includes a very frequent parenthetic expression kak by to ni bylo 'be that as it may', with a variation kak by tam ni bylo, which can also be viewed as a microsyntactic unit:
(24) Teper' vse eto bylo pozadi, no kak by tam ni bylo, videt' špiona Gardnera bylo emu neprijatno. [Ju. Dombrovsky] . This was now all over but however that may be he did not like seeing the spy Gardner.
It is naturally rather easy to identify units like kak by ne tak or kak by to ni bylo due to their length and strict word order; yet, counterexamples are also possible, cf.
(25) Vse kak by ne tak už ploxo 'It seems that all is not so bad' where the «shorter» idiom kak by 1 can be detected As in the first subcorpus containing units v silu, the present subcorpus has a number of sentences that do not involve microsyntactic units formed with kak by. In particular, some sentences contain construction with the emphatic particle ni: (26) Kak by nam ni xotelos' povysit' kačestvo školnogo obrazovanija, na eto potrebuetsja ešče mnogo let 'However much we want to improve the quality of school education, this will require many years yet'.
Clearly neither kak nor by are constituent elements of this construction: kak may be replaced by any interrogative word, and by may be absent, as in (27) Čto on ni predprinimaet, ničego ne menjaetsja 'Whatever he undertakes, nothing changes'.
Finally, some sentences represent a Wackernagel shift of the particle by forming the subjunctive mood into the position after kak, as in (28) Kak by ty otvetil 'How would you answer'.
As in the first subcorpus, we leave «false positive» tags in all such cases. To conclude, we need to note that in this case, too, the corpus is representative enough for the syntactic idioms postulated. Yet, we were able to find an interesting microsyntactic idiom formed with kak and by beyond the material of the corpus. It can be illustrated by a sentence present in the Russian National Corpus: (29) -Kak by ne burja moskovskaja sobiraetsja, -pokrutil golovoj storož i povernul s pogosta von. [B.Evseev] . 'Isn't it the case that the Moscow tempest is approaching? -The watchman twisted his head and went away from the cemetery'
The first part of (29) means the following: There are signs that the Moscow tempest is approaching, which is undesirable. Importantly, in such cases a semantically void negation must be present -just like in the case with kak by 2. However it is not attached to the verb but immediately follows kak by, ths forming a new syntactic idiom which could be called kak by ne. This idiom has a rather close synonym -už ne (with an obligatory li particle). -'Už bne burja li moskovskaja sobiraetsja?
It goes without saying that one cannot discuss all features of the newly developed resource -a corpus with microsyntactic annotation. It is to be hoped that I could demonstrate the fact that this resource is likely to be very helpful.
